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Luxury is  being pushed to adapt by dis ruptors . Image credit: Chanel

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's Luxury Memo special reports place emphasis on innovation in marketing, retail, media, digital and
geopolitical efforts, outlining strategy, tactics, execution and results, where possible. These extensive deep-dives
publish Thursday each week and are exclusive to Luxury Daily paid subscribers.

Please click below for the Luxury Memo special reports that published in January 2018:

Video marketing: Luxury Memo special report

Video advertising has evolved exponentially since the digital takeover, but luxury brands are working to separate
themselves from mass marketers.

Click here to read the entire article

Diversity in luxury: Luxury Memo special report

Luxury has for many years been the domain of a homogenous group of individuals, mainly Caucasian men from
Western countries. However, creating and maintaining diversity is important, not only because it is  morally
commendable, but also because it is  good for business.

Click here to read the entire article

Luxury Daily releases new 40-page State of Luxury 2018 report polling industry insiders

The rise of the digital economy simultaneously poses the biggest challenge and growth opportunity to the luxury
business, according to the newly released "State of Luxury 2018: The Insider View" report from Luxury Daily and
Unity Marketing that surveyed 599 decision-making luxury industry insiders.

Click here to read the entire article

Disruption in luxury: Key trends Luxury Memo special report
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Luxury brands are facing a number of disruptive forces as new competitors, technology and changing consumers
put pressure on them to rethink business as usual.

Click here to read the entire article

Food, beverage and experiential luxury: Luxury Memo special report

From fine wines and caviar to Michelin-starred restaurants and high-profile chefs, the luxury food and beverage
sector has become increasingly tied to experiential trends.

Click here to read the entire article
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